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Abstract | The aim of the current study is to elucidate the structural information, infrared and raman
spectra of N-Methyl Alkyl Benzothiazolium iodide through computational methods as well as to evaluate
its antifungal properties. In order to achieve the goal, softwares like Avogadro, Gamess, Gabedit, Chimera
and free online databases were used. The infrared and raman spectra were computed at the harmonic level
with restricted Hartree-Fock in basis sets 3-21G and 6-31G. Molecular docking is calculated using online
server with Lanosterol 14α-demethylase to know antifungal properties. The theoretically computed results
of heterocyclic organic molecule gives us information regarding the structural arrangement of atoms. On
the basis of outcome of computational based result, it is concluded that the title molecule is a suitable future
antifungal candidate.
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Introduction

C

hemicals are widely used to control diseases
(Zhou and Wang, 2018) but due to their
hazardous effects farmers avoid the uses of different
chemicals (Rashwan and Hammad, 2020). But when
these chemicals enhance the quality of crops and
successfully saves them from fungi, bringing back
farmers towards chemical use. A study shows that
Benzothiazolium a mother compound also enhances
the sugar content of plants (Sekerka and Sutoris, 1985;
Sutoris et al., 1988). Methyl-Alkyl Benzothiazolium
iodide is a well-known organic salt also propounded
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in literature as an ionic liquid. It is further added
Methyl-Alkyl Benzothiazolium iodides are not true
salt and not true ionic liquid but resemble with them.
A large number of therapeutic agents are synthesized
with the aid of Benzothiazolium (Ali and Siddiqui,
2013). Ionic liquid and organic salts were a subject
of great importance; because of the unique chemical
and physical properties. Ionic liquids could be
recycled, that made all the processes less costly and
used as a catalyst in very less quantity and proved
potentially as environment-friendly (Talaty et al.,
2004). Some investigations show that Methyl-Alkyl
Benzothiazolium and its derivatives mainly tuned

to its application in medicinal chemistry and as dye
industry. Like 3-chloro-3-methylbenzothiazolium
methyl sulfate has presented the highest inhibitory
effect against fungal enzyme. When the inhibitory
effect of the salt was studied, it seemed that, in the
cell culture system, the benzothiazolium salts proved
itself the best candidate that were evaluated in a
chemical reactions because of the inhibitory effect
and production of nitric oxide (Tseng et al., 2005).
Benzothiazolium contain a heterocyclic structure and
present in several tautomeric forms which facilitate
relocation of a proton on a molecule this cyclic ring
played a vital role during the reaction. Like, the
observation showed that it acted as “on-off ” type
leaving group during the production of different
types of derivatives of ketones and carboxylic acid by
reacting with a base under mild conditions to give
ketones (Chikashita et al., 1991).
The fungus family contains almost 3.8 million species
(Hawksworth and Lücking, 2017) which causes
damage to plants and is called fungal infection. The
fungal damage can be easily seen on the plant surface.
This visible effect can be spread quickly from one plant
to nearby plant. Fungal spores are readily dispersed
by many means like insect, soil, wind and water. In
this way, fungus infests an entire cultivated field.
According to estimate ten thousand plants belonging
to more than 1,600 genera in Pakistan are effected by
fungi. Lanosterol-14α-demethylase is an enzyme and
acceptable target for antifungals compounds (Monk
et al., 2020). Computational method was used to
evaluate and identify antifungal properties.

Materials and Methods
The ab initio method was used to calculate the I.R
(infrared) and Raman spectra by using the GAMESS
program (Schmidt et al., 1993). According to author’s
knowledge the structure of title compound is not
reported and well explain yet. The electronic energies,
serving as potential in the calculation of vibrational
frequencies, which are calculated through B3LYP
level of theory. The molecular 3D structure is drawn
with the aid of Avogadro software (Hanwell et al.,
2012). Result of vibration spectroscopy is viewed
with the help of Gabedit spectroscopy spectrum
visualization software (Allouche, 2011).
In suit analysis
Online database is used to obtain a lanosterol
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14α-demethylase structure (5ESJ). After this
unwanted residue are removed from the structure. The
3D structure of ligand submitted for analysis to Swiss
docking server (Grosdidier et al., 2011). Visualization
of result was view on chimera (Pettersen et al., 2004).

Results and Discussion
Structural taxonomy
Methyl is attached to the nitrogen of thiazolium ring
and iodine is free as shown in Figure 1.
All the bonds have a bond order of 1D except C1C2, C3-C4, C5-C6, and N-C7 that have the bond order
of 2D. All the bonds are non-rotatable. The bond
angles vary from minimum C-S-C of 92.8347˚ to the
maximum of C-N-C and C-C-S of 127˚. Molecular
weight is 278.133 g/Mol The chemical formula is
C8H8INS. There are 19 atoms as shown in Figure
1. IUPAC name 3-methyl-1,3-benzothiazol-3-ium
iodide.

Figure 1: Structure of N-Methyl benzothiazolium iodide.

Infrared spectra (I.R)
The importance of structural information in
drug synthesis is gaining greater attention now a
days (McConathy and Owens, 2003) and a basic
knowledge of the subject will be necessary that’s why
there is a need to know the exact structure of possible
candidate (Shi et al., 2010). It is concerned with the
study how molecules arrangement is affected by the
way their atoms are arranged in space (Kuldeep et al.,
2014). From the I.R spectrum, it has been observed
that Amine has a peak at 3314cm-1 while near at
3000cm-1 the peak is of CH stretch or bend in the
molecule. While the benzene ring stretch is observed
at 1062.74cm-1.
Raman spectra
Similarly, it has been observed from the Raman
spectrum of the molecule that amine functional group

has shown a peak at 3312.29cm-1. At 3000cm-1, a
peak of CH stretch or bend is obtained.
Some low-intensity peaks are being observed in
the I.R and Raman spectra and these can be due
to the combination of vibrational modes. Most
of the absorptions have been observed due to the
CH symmetrical mode. While other symmetrical
and asymmetric vibrational modes have also been
frequently observed in this molecule at different
frequencies. The iodine has given the peaks at a
frequency of 586cm-1 in I.R spectrum and at 640cm-1
in Raman. In the above spectra, there is a peak at a
frequency of 2990.33cm-1 that shows the alkane chain.
The iodide ion gives a slight peak at 640.91cm-1. The
low intensity of the peak may be due to the weak
bonding of the atom with other atoms. The most of
the vibrations are observed that involve CH- bonding
and some also contain N and S in it. Even though
it was possible to distinguish in principle, the same
four basic types (CH3 symmetric, CH3 asymmetric,
CH2 symmetric, and CH2 asymmetric), in reality, the
modes are almost always overlap (e.g. CH2 and CH3
asymmetric).

Figure 2: The I.R spectrum of N- methyl Benzothiazolium Iodide
conformer calculated with B3LYP. The spectrum is plotted against
frequency (x-axis) and intensities (y-axis).
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frequencies are different because the transitions visible
in I.R spectra are invisible in the Raman spectra
and vice versa. While the difference between the
frequencies of nearly degenerate modes of the same
type is sometimes remarkable than the difference
between some frequencies of different mode types.

Figure 4: Show the interaction of N- methyl Benzothiazolium
Iodide with lanosterol 14α-demethylase.

Antifungal activity
Due to plethora use of chemicals; a living organism
develop resistance to particular chemicals. So there
is need to identify new reagents for the preparation
of safer and more effective antifungal chemicals.
There are lots of studies, which show lanosterol
14α-demethylase is a possible target for the
development of antifungal drugs ( Ji et al., 2000).
The title ligand (coloured as shown in Figure 4)
show an interrelation with different amino acids
of cytochrome enzyme. This enzyme plays a role in
biosynthesis of essential Vitamin, Lipid and steroids
in fungi. Computational platforms for drug design
is an innovative and alternative method (Kore et al,
2012).

Conclusions and Recommendations

Figure 3: The Raman spectrum of N- methyl Benzothiazolium
Iodide conformer calculated with B3LYP. The spectrum is plotted
against frequency (x-axis) and intensities (y-axis).

As from the Figures 2 and 3, it can be seen that
the normal modes of transition of IR and Raman
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Current paper aim to investigate the antifungal
biological activities and structural information of the
title molecule. Antifungal activity was assayed through
computational method. Targeting the same enzyme
again and again (lanosterol 14α-demethylase) to kill a
fungal species motivates the fungal family to develop
a drug resistance which is becoming an upcoming
threat to crops management. The I.R and Raman
spectra of the N-Alkyl Benzothiazolium Iodides of
N-C, C-C, C-H and S-C stretches are calculated by
anharmonic calculations using ab initio potentials. The
B3LYP potential is used in this calculation that gives

the better results. The results are sufficient to explain
the spectral features and the resulting spectra seem to
be close in frequencies obtained from the literature.
The assignment of the vibrations to the spectral
bands may be sensitive to the vibrational method and
potential, but the detailed analysis provides a clearer
picture about the role of the different functional
groups in the molecule and their vibrations.

Novelty Statement
The cost of development of new fungicide is very high.
The advantages presented by the structure based and
target based computational designs have powerful
characteristics that have an impact on discovery and
minimize the cost and time span.
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